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In his important paper [4] Swan proved that the projective class group 
Es(=) of a finite group m has a natural module structure over the rational 
representation ring R,(n). A typical consequence is that, if Q is a generalized 
quaternion group of order 2” and a class x in Es(Q) restricts to zero for cyclic 
subgroups, x has order 2. In his thesis [3] Lam axiomatises Swan’s arguments 
for E,,(r) using the notion of a Frobenius module over a Frobenius functor. 
The result quoted for the projective class group of the generalised quaternions 
then appears as the special case of an abstract result, which depends on 
Frobenius reciprocity for the module and an induction theorem of Artin/ 
Brauer type for the underlying functor. Lam was able to prove that k;(n) 
is a module in this sense over the integral representation ring &(rr), hence 
for example, that the torsion subgroup of K,(Q) has exponent 4. In this paper 
we shall study Grothendieck groups defined by (- I)“-reflexive or quadratic 
forms on finitely generated projective modules over the group ring A[rr]. Our 
result is that these groups are all Frobenius modules over the representation 
ring defined by homomorphisms of ZT into AutA(M), M a finitely generated 
projective J-module carrying a non-singular Hermitian form h. When A 
equals the ring of rational integers Z, the moduIes are closely related to the 
oriented surgery obstruction groups introduced by Wail in [6, 51. The 
restriction homomorphism, which we shall define below, is the algebraic 
expression for the lifting of surgery obstructions to a covering space. Indeed 
this paper grows out of an attempt to use reciprocity arguments to obtain a 
bound on a particular surgery obstruction. The attempt has so far been 
unsuccessful through lack of a Brauer induction theorem for Hermitian 
representations over Z. 4s it stands our result should be seen as a complement 
to the work of A. Friihlich and A. M. RIcEvett on forms over rings with 
involution, [l] and [2], rather than as a useful topological tool. 
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1. GENERALITIES ON SESQUILINEAR FORMS 
For any commutative ring A with identity and finite group rr write A[-rr] for 
the group ring of 7r over A. A[z-] carries the antiautomorphism “bar” defined 
by g = g-l for all g E m. The mapping X : nl x M-t A[z-], M a right 
A[z-]-module, is called sesquilinear if 
1. A(?Yz, , nz2r2 + n,s,) = h(m, , m2) r2 + h(q , 1~) se , 
3 I. h(nz,r, + fzlsl , m,) = I:,X(nz, , m,) + Slh(nl , m,), for all 7izi , zzi E f%fi 
ri , si E -4[m-1; i = 1, 2. 
The set of all such h forms an additive group S(M). If  u = rf 1, interpreted as 
units in ,4[~], let T, : S(M) + S(M) be given by 
DEFINITION. The reflexive sesquilinear forms on M, R,(M), are the 
elements of Ker(T, - 1). When u = 1 these are called Hermitian, when 
zc = - 1 skew-Hermitian. The quadratic forms on A!, f&(M), are the classes 
of Coker(T, - 1). Since T, 2 - 1 = 0, there is a well-defined map 
Q&W) = R,(M) 
called bilinearisation. Write b for the image of the class 8, represented by the 
form h E S(n;S). One sees easily that h(zzz, m) = qs(m) is independent of the 
representative h provided its value is taken in 
v, = A[iT]/{r. u - r), 
and furthermore that 
3. b&z, nz) = q&z) -+ q&tz) . u 
4. q&n,r, + nzg”) = 1:1 * q&z,) T1 + FJJ,(m, , nz2) 1’2 + r7,q,(m,) r2 . 
I f  M is a finitely generated projective module, 0 is completely determined by 
the pair (bO , q8), [7, Theorem 11. In this way one relates abstractly defined 
quadratic forms to the algebraic carriers of certain topological properties of 
intersection and self-intersection numbers 
The reflexive form h E R,(M) is called non-singular if the associated 
homomorphism as(A) : M + Hom,(M, A[n]), as(h)(mJ(m,) = h(zzz, , mJ 
is an isomorphism. The quadratic form 0 E Q,(M) is non-singular, if its 
bilinearisation b, is. 
The theorems proved below are concerned with Grothendieck groups of 
non-singular forms, where addition of forms is defined using isometry on 
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orthogonal sums, see for example [l]. The groups in which we shall be 
interested are: 
G,(A, V) = Hermitian forms on finitely generated r-modules M, projective 
over ,4. 
X&3, rr) = (- l)“-reflexive forms on finitely generated projective 
modules P, and 
L,,(B, Z) = (- l)k-quadratic forms on finitely generated projective 
modules P. 
In the third case, if we restrict the underlying domain to finitely generated free 
modules, we may identify L,,(Z, r) with L&(7r, l), the oriented surgery 
obstruction group for homotopy equivalence. The notation has been chosen to 
suggest this identification. 
G,(A, -i,j is the Hermitian representation ring of => introduced in [2] and 
computed there for A = R, c. Elements of G, can be thought of either as 
non-singular k&-i]-forms, or as non-singular r-invariant /l-forms on 
A-projective, A[r]-modules M. The second case clearly corresponds to 
homomorphisms of z- into Aut,(M), i.e. automorphisms which respect the 
Hermitian structure. If J&&M) denotes D -invariant C-forms, the passage 
from the first language to the second is given by the isomorphism 
The inverse map comes from averaging over the elements g of rrl thus 
As with ordinary representations, the tensor product over L4 gives Gi(A, Z) 
the structure of a commutative ring, and there are restriction and transfer 
maps. 
2. FROBENIUS FUNCTORS AND MODKYLES 
Let IT be the category whose objects are subgroups p of the fixed 
finite group r and whose morphisms are inclusions i : p G n. Following 
[3, Chap. IV] we define a Frobenius functor to be a contravariant functor 
G : 17 ---t commutative rings, equipped with a transfer i, : G(p) -+ G(n), such 
that for each subgroup of rr the reciprocity relation 
i,(n . i*b) = i,a * b, a E G(p), b E G(r) is satisfied. 
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AFrobenius module over G is a contravariant functor 64 : 17 + abelian groups, 
equipped with a transfer I, : M(p) + M(r), such that M(p) is a G(p)-module, 
the module structure is compatible with restriction, and two reciprocity 
relations are satisfied: 
and 
I,(a . i*b) = 1,~ . b, a E M(p), b E G(n), 
I,(I*a . 6) = a . i,b, a E M(n), b E G(p). 
As we have already observed in the introduction, the functors K, and K1 are 
Frobenius modules over the ring of torsion-free integral representations. 
THEOREM 1. The Hermitian represefztation rings GI(A, p) form a Frobenius 
functor, and M2,(A, p), L,,(A, p) are Frobenius modules over GI . 
Proof. The argument for the functor Gr will be found in [2, Theorem 3.21. 
For the second part of the theorem one first defines the scalar product; for 
clarity we concentrate on ills, . I f  M is A-projective, and P is A[z]-projective, 
it follows that P BA M is A[r]-projective [4, Prop. 5.11. If  9 E S(P) is non- 
singular (both as(q) and its transpose need to be isomorphisms), the restric- 
tion to the identity ~~ : P x P--f A is a r-invariant sesquilinear form, 
non-singular by the discussion at the end of Sec. 1. I f  (&I, h) represents a class 
in G,(A, Z-), CJI . h E S(P OR M) is defined by its associated map, which is the 
unique filler in the diagram: 
The form v  . h is non-singular, because qi @ h, is, [l, Theorem 2.21. If  h is 
l-reflexive and v  is (-l)“-reflexive, it is clear that their product is (-l)k- 
reflexive. Since the tensor product over A is distributive over direct sums, 
simple diagram chasing shows that 
(VI + 9%) A = 74 + CPA 44 + h,) = A + PA, & 9@&2) = CPU x2 - 
Hence 11%,,(A, p) has the structure of a G,(A, p)-module. 
The restriction and transfer maps are defined using the diagrams: 
P % Hom,(P, A[z-I), and P 0, A[cT] ?(I*% Hom,(P 0, A[7;], A[r]) 
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In both cases the vertical homomorphism is defined by 
h(s) = 1 h&v) ‘g w 1 h,(x) ‘g. 
Y-7 BEP 
Strictly speaking one drops down to a form taking values in A, which is 
p-invariant for the restriction, and n-invariant for the transfer. Again using the 
(1 - 1) correspondence between AErr]-forms and n-invariant A-forms one 
climbs back up to p and n respectively. 
I f  p1 < pB are subgroups of V, the vertical homomorphism 
Hom,U’, 44 ---f Hom,l(P, 4~~1) 
factors through Hom09(P, -4[pJ), and therefore the G,-module structure is 
natural with respect to restriction. 
Let (g, ,..., g,,} be a right transversal of the subgroup p in r. The second 
Frobenius reciprocity relation depends on the isomorphism, see 14, Lemma 
1.11, 
where P* denotes P regarded as a p-module. To see that CJ is compatible with 
the sesquilinear forms one need only interpret these as z-invariant forms over 
A, and observe that 
The second relation follows by a similar argument. 
This completes the proof for the groups MaR(/!, p). The result for L&d, p) 
follows similarly; the only additional information needed is that T,(cp . X) = 
T Uv . TJ. In particular if q~ is sesquilinear on P and X is Hermitian on M, 
Tu(tp . h) = T,v . X. Therefore multiplication by X is compatible with T,, - 1 
and defines a scalar product. 
h : Q,(P) ---t Q,(P @A Iv). 
The restriction, transfer and identification of forms under o are all compatible 
with T, - 1, so the groups &(A, p) also form a Frobenius module. 
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3. AUTOMORPHISMS OF HERMITIAN AND QUADRATIC FORMS 
The (- l)k-reflexive form (I’, q~) is called a hyperbolic plane if P is free on the 
base {e, f), and v(e, e) = y(f,f) = 0, p(e, f) = 1. A form isomorphic to 
sums of this plane is called a kevfzel. In the case of a quadratic form (P, b, q) 
we shall use the same notation but with the additional requirement that 
q(e) = q(f) = 0. If  P” is the dual module to P, regarded as a right A[r]- 
module, Paa = P by the projectivity of P. 
LEMMA 2. (i) There is a natural non-singular quadratic form 0, = (6, , qJ 
on P @ Pa derived from the sesquilinear form: 
x(( Pl > PI’), (P, ) Pa’>) = Pl’( PA- 
(ii) Let (F, b, q) b e a non-singular quadratic form on the jinitely generated 
free module F, then (F, b, q) + (F, -b, -4) is a kernel. 
Proof. For (i) see [7, p. 2491. F or n see [7, Theorem 31 and [5, Remark (“)
4.51. Observe that in (i) the bilinearisation of x is b,((p, ,pl’), (pz ,p,‘)) = 
PlYPA + P,‘(Pl> * u* 
Let Fzn be a free A[?r]-module on generators (ei ,f;:)lgi,jGn carrying the 
standard kernel structure, which may be reflexive or quadratic; for clarity we 
shall again concentrate attention on the first case. Let U(n) consist of those 
automorphisms ofFa, which respect the kernel structure; with reference to the 
given basis there is a natural embedding of U(n) in U(n + l), and we write 
U = lim,,, U(n), see [6, Chapter VI] for details. In the quadratic case we 
have QU = limn+,m Q U(n). Define M,,+,(A, ST) to be the Grothendieck group 
whose objects are triples (P, v, ol), P a finitely generated projective ,4[7;]- 
module, r+~ a non-singular (- l)k-reflexive form on P, and 01 an automorphism 
of P respecting q, subject to the relations 
1. [p,~,4+[av4Pl =[P+Q,p,+$4a+PJ; 
2. [P, 94 4 + [P, P, Is1 = P, P, 41. 
I f  LPL+l(A, r) is the analogously defined Grothendieck group for quadratic 
forms, Lzk+@, r) is by the next theorem an extension of Z, by the odd 
dimensional surgery obstruction group Lik+,(~, 1) see [6, Chapter VI]. 
THEOREM 3. (i) &&+,(A, 7r) = U/[U, U]; 
(ii) Mz,,+,(A, p) is a Frobenius module over G,(A, p). The same results hold 
for L,,,l , provided that U is replaced by Q U. 
Proof. (i) This is standard. If  01 belongs to U, the natural “map” 
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01 t+ [Ftn , K, c&J in Msk+i(kl, n) is well-defined, if we factor through 
I?/[ U, UJ In order to find the image of [P, v, a] under the inverse map, let Q 
be a projective inverse to P, and form the free module 
F2pr = P + Pd + 0 + Qd, 
which carries the reflexive form 3) + @ + bo , and compatible automorphism 
01 + o? + 1. An application of Lemma 2(ii) shows that 2(a + c@ -+ 1) 
operating on Fan determines an element of U/[ U, U]. It remains to check that 
this map preserves addition of automorphisms of split extensions and multi- 
plication, (1) and (2) above. For relation (2) this is clear; for relation (1) we 
need that 
by [6, Lemma 6.21. 
(ii) This follows T. P. Lam’s proof of the analogous result for K1 , see 
[3, Chapter III, p. 1171. The scalar product on Ma,+,(A, p) is given by 
Restriction involves regarding an A[n]-automorphism CL of P as an A&]- 
automorphism, and 
Compatibility of the Swan isomorphism u with reflexive forms has been 
already proved; compatibility with an automorphism 01 follows by evaluating 
(IIU and 001 on elements, as for K1. Therefore the reciprocity relations are 
satisfied, and Ma,,+,(A, p) becomes a Frobenius module over G,(A, p). The 
proof for La,,, is very similar. 
4. TOPOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION 
A subgroup of rr is elementary, if is the direct product of a cyclic group and 
a p-group of coprime order. Let E denote the class of elementary subgroups 
of rr. Following Lam we say that the functor G,(_4, V) has Brrzzrer exponent k, 
if given .\: E G,(A, v), there is a positive integer k such that kx is the sum of 
Hermitian representations induced from elementary subgroups. 
THEOREM 4. Let n be a jinite group such that &(A, z) bus Brauer exponent 
k. If 3-’ E Li(A, QT) is such that I*y = 0 for every p E E tken ky = 0. 
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Proof. See [3, Theorem 3.41. 
For a topological interpretation of this theorem, let A = Z, and let Yn be 
a finite, oriented PoincarC complex admitting piecewise linear normal 
invariants and with fundamental group isomorphic to n-. (A normal invariant 
may be thought of as a vector bundle over Yn with spherical Thorn class. All 
such are classified by homotopy classes of maps of Yla into the infinite loop 
space GIPL). If we denote the pl. isomorphism classes of manifolds homotopy 
equivalent to Y by hT( Y), and let p : Y, + Y be the projection of a covering 
complex with fundamental group isomorphic to p, the following diagram is 
commutative exact 
WY,) d [Y,, : G/PL] --Lh,(p, 1) 
IzT(Y) - [Y : G/PL] - L$T, 1). 
Let us suppose it is possible to choose a normal invariant 7, which lifts to one 
corresponding to a trivial surgery obstruction for each subgroup p belonging 
to E. Then Theorem 4 gives a bound on the surgery obstruction corresponding 
to 77. Unfortunately in order to use this technique we need to know the 
existence of a Brauer exponent over Z for the group m. Using the calculations 
in [2] for the real field R and Galois cohomology Frijhlich has recently shown 
the existence of Brauer exponents over the rationals Q. However the problem 
for the integers appears to be extremely hard. 
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